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A M ESSAGE FROM THE P RESIDENT
Dear Friends and Colleagues,
As I write this message I think
about how quickly time as passed. We
had great attendance at our first meeting
of the year in March at the Fireside. It
was a really good meeting with top
notch speakers and some great questions. I am also thinking about being
outside, zoom zooming around with the
top down in my little Miata with the sun
shining, but I digress.
We had our ALL PAYER meeting on June 2, 2016 and we had record
attendance! Over 100 people signed up
to attend. Thanks to all that participated. We had great representation from
the payers and there were lots of questions and answers throughout the
day. Twin States will try to have an all
payer meeting at least once per year,
potentially in the June time frame. We
will try to get some pictures into the
next newsletter for those that were in
attendance.
Some of you know that I attended the National Board meeting in Las
Vegas in January. As always it was a
great meeting and there was much planning for the coming year. This year`s
theme from National is “Raise the Level”. We all are very good at what we do
day in and day out but this year`s focus
will be to raise the level of performance,
goal setting, structure, system and process flows to increase results. You will
hear more about this throughout the
year. If you have the opportunity to get
to the Annual National Institute meeting

in October you will find it to be very
educational and informative. It will be
held in Las Vegas at Caesar`s Palace
from Oct. 5-7, 2016. I know that Tim
Moore, Tim Hall, Diana Smith, Stephanie Martell, and I will be attending from
our chapter and I am hopeful that many
more of you will be able to join us.
Can`t get to Las Vegas? That`s
okay, we will be having our Twin States
Annual Meeting from September 14-16,
2015 at the Lake Morey Resort on Lake
Fairlee. We had a great time last year
and we will again this year. It is lots of
great education, good friends, and an
overall fun time. We will let you know
the theme well in advance so that you
can come prepared.
I am really looking forward to
the rest of year and I can`t wait to see
you at an upcoming meeting. Please pass
this newsletter along to any and all that
you feel would appreciate it and please
contact me directly if you have any questions. Summer is right around the corner and it goes by quickly, so be sure to
get outside and enjoy it!
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Patrick’s Net Nook : Website update
First, we would like to thank everybody for their patience with the web site. Due to some circumstances beyond our
control, we have had to rebuild the site and hope to have the new version up and running in early May.
In the meantime, we have recently set up a Facebook page and a LinkedIn page and would love for you to join our
groups there and share any discussion topics that interest you. Both can be found by searching for “Twin States
AAHAM” on their respective home pages or by clicking on the following links:
https://www.facebook.com/TwinStatesAAHAM
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8514219
These sites can both be great tools for networking and professional development and we hope they become as lively and informative as our
educational meetings.
If you have any questions about the sites, are having problems accessing them, or have suggestions for content and additions, please feel free
to contact Patrick McDonough at patrick@parrishshaw.com.

Balancing Your Payer Mix: A Critical Necessity for Your Practice
then it is time to roll up your sleeves and
We all know that having balance in all
not receive the claims, or request
take a look at what can be done.
things is imperative for a happy life.
authorization. Then, you wait an
You have your work-life balance. I'm
additional 45 days to 90 days for a
For a financially healthy practice, it is
sure your financial portfolio has some
decision to be made. With liens,
very important to make sure your inbalance. Your diet (hopefully) is balsome pay within a few months, but a
come is not reliant on one to three payanced.
majority of them will pay between 12
ers. If you are heavy with HMOs,
months and 16 months after the last
workers' compensation, or liens, this
date of service. So, with any one or
is an immediate red-flag that your
all three of these types of payers,
practice could be in financial danger.
your A/R is very 120+ heavy. That
Most HMOs pay very little. Workers'
is not considered “healthy A/R.”
compensation typically takes 90 days
from the date the patient was seen for
If you have a heavy Medicare populaany correspondence at all from them.
tion and you rely on their consistent
It typically is not good news, and rareIs your payer mix balanced? If you find
payments, what would happen to
ly are you paid immediately. They always
that one of your consistent payers has
your cash flow if Medicare's system
want chart notes, or they state they did
more than 20 percent of your A/R,
Continued on Page 12….

M EET THE 2016 O FFICERS
President
Jane Vizvarie
Director, Patient Financial Services
University of Vermont Medical
Center
PO Box 1810
Burlington, VT 05401
Phone: 802-847-8240
Fax: 802-847-1791
Cell: 802-363-6644
Email: Jane.Vizvarie@vtmednet.org

Vice President
Timothy Hall

Secretary
Amy Sherman

Treasurer
Christine Telles

General Manager
CBCS

University of Vermont Health Network
Central Vermont Medical Center

Vice President of Operations
Marcam Associates

2 Executive Park Drive
Bedford, NH 03110
Phone: 603-624-2620
Fax: 603-624-2682
Phone: 866-902-5293

130 Fisher Rd
Berlin, VT 05602
Phone: 802-225-756
Fax: 802-371-4491
Cell: 301-452-7386

Email:
Timothy.Hall@cbcsnational.com

Email:Amy.Sherman@cvmc.org

PO Box 60
Rochester, NH 03866
Phone: 603-841-2070
Fax: 603-692-3348
Email:
ctelles@marcamassociates.com
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2016 B OARD OF D IRECTORS
Timothy Moore (Chair)

Krista Gravel

Vice President of Business Development
Marcam Associates

Patrick McDonough

Patient Access Manager
Copley Hospital
528 Washington Highway
Morrisville, VT 05661

Regional Director of Client Development
ParrishShaw

PO Box 60
Rochester, NH 03866
Phone: 800-638-1005 x 249
Fax: 603-692-4468
Cell: 603-918-0875
Email: tmoore@marcamassociates.com

Christopher Healy
Director of Business Operations
New London Hospital
Phone: 603-526-5560
Email: chris.healy@newlondonhospital.org

Phone: 802-888-8124
Fax: 802-888-8213
Email: kgravel@chsi.org

Phone: 781-698-9193
Email: Patrick@parrishshaw.com

Diana Smith
Shannon Hewett
Copley Hospital
528 Washington Highway
Morrisville, VT 05661

Hospital Accounts Supervisor
University of Vermont Medical Center
1 Burlington Square
Burlington, VT 05401

Phone: 802-888-4211
Fax: 802-888-8213
Email: shewett@chsi.org

Phone: 802-847-1838
Email: diana.snith@UVMHealth.org

How to Improve Your Clean Claims Rates
Healthcare organizations are feeling
the pinch when it comes to maintaining their revenue due to current economic conditions, government programs like RAC, the HITECH Act
and other legislation that has passed
under healthcare reform. Today, the
quality of an organization’s coding
and billing processes can determine
what operating margins will be tomorrow. One important metric of
quality is a high “clean” claim rate,
which reflects both compliance and
accurate payment.
Defining a “Clean” Claim
A clean claim has many definitions,
but for our purposes it is a claim that
was accurately processed and reimbursed the first time it was submitted
to the payer. Submitting more clean
claims and reducing denial rates can
be challenging due to complex and
changing payer reimbursement policies and procedures. The average
U.S. hospital has a clean claims rate
ranging from about 75-85%.1
Healthcare providers should focus on
the following three best practices to
ensure clean claims and accurately
received payment for all covered services performed:

1. Setting up a continuous, proactive
payment rules research and discovery plan. Make sure your facility
understands CMS and your payers’
rules.

2. Analyzing and reviewing denials
and underpayment to determine
the internal and external root causes of unsuccessful claims. Develop
reports to trend and monitor denials and identify areas of vulnerability.

3. Fostering a culture of education
between clinical, HIM and finance
staff to ensure common goals, accountability and understanding of
the revenue cycle while developing
corrective action plans to resolve
underlining issues.
The following are four areas where

healthcare organizations can often see
the most improvement:
1) Pre-billing Claim Scrubbing
Monitoring all of the websites, correspondence and other sources of yet-to
-be published edits in a comprehensive and consistent manner is a daunting task for any provider organization. As a result, most hospitals partner with a claim scrubbing vendor. Unfortunately, your claim
scrubber can also be part of the problem. Most vendors offer basic medical necessity and correct coding initiative (CCI) edits but won’t develop
custom edits for the payers that are
denying the most claim dollars at
your facility. To achieve 100% clean
claims, your vendor must be able to
deduce vague or unpublished payer
rules from remittance data and be
willing to create custom pre-billing
edits for your facility. Your hospital
must have the denials management
capability to categorize denials and
discover root-causes in order to understand what your current claim
scrubber can or can’t do.
2) Review and Education
Providing structure to accommodate
rapid rule and policy changes will
Continued on page 6..
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H OW TO D EAL WITH P RIOR A UTHORIZATION IN M EDICAL B ILLING
As a medical billing professional, dealing with prior authorization is a necessary part of the job. Prior authorization (also
known as preauthorization) is the process of getting an agreement from the payer to cover specific services before the
service is performed. Normally, a payer that authorizes a
service prior to an encounter assigns an authorization number that you need to include on the claim when you submit
it for payment.
G ET

THE CORRECT

CPT

CODE BEFOREHAND

The key to a solid preauthorization is to provide the correct
CPT code. The challenge is that you have to determine the
correct procedural code before the service has been provided (and documented) — an often difficult task.
To determine the correct code, check with the physician to
find out what she anticipates doing. Make sure you get all
possible scenarios; otherwise, you run the risk that a procedure that was performed won’t be covered.
For example, if the doctor has scheduled a biopsy ( may not
need prior authorization) but then actually excises a lesion
(probably needs prior authorization), the claim for the excision will be denied. What’s a coder to do?
It’s better to authorize treatment not rendered than to be
denied payment for no authorization. No penalty is incurred
when a procedure has been authorized but is not completed,
so err on the side of preauthorization.
In rare cases, the patient coverage is unavailable prior to an
encounter. This scenario most often occurs in emergency
situations, due to an accident or sudden illness that develops
during the night or on weekends. When this happens, the
servicing provider must contact the payer as soon as possible
and secure the necessary authorizations.
Although you are the coder in charge of assigning the appropriate codes, the burden of obtaining necessary authorizations is largely on the provider, because it’s the provider
who’ll be denied payment as expected. Getting preauthorization can save countless hours on the back end trying to
chase claim payments. Preauthorization also results in faster
claims processing and prompt payments.

W HEN

YOU DON ’ T GET THE NECESSARY
PREAUTHORIZATION

Who gets stuck with footing the bill when preauthorizations
don’t pan out? It depends. The determination as to who is
responsible is often defined by the patient’s insurance plan.
If the plan benefits outline specific services that are not covered and the patient seeks those services, the responsibility
for payment falls to the patient. If a provider fails to authorize treatment prior to providing services to a patient and
payment is denied
by the insurance
company, then
the provider may
be obligated to
absorb the cost of
treatment, and no
payment is due
from the patient.
Many payers
don’t issue retro
authorizations, even when the failure to get preauthorization
was a mistake. Some may overturn a denial on appeal, but
they’re under no obligation to make payment if the proper
process was not followed.
Some payers may assign full financial responsibility for a procedure that didn’t get the necessary preauthorization to the
patient.
In this case, the provider has to make a decision about whether to pursue collecting the payment from the patient. Some
swallow the loss. Others send the unpaid bill to the patient,
but doing so is bad business. Patients are both unaware of the
process and not in any sort of position to guess what CPT
code should be submitted to the insurance company.
Occasionally you run into a situation in which the patient’s
coverage was verified prior to services, and the patient’s employer terminates benefits retroactively. This usually happens
when there is a termination of employment that is challenged
in court or when an employer learns that a covered employee
was in violation of his or her contract during employment. In
these very unfortunate situations, the patient is responsible
for the medical fees.
"How to Deal with Prior Authorization in Medical Billing." - For Dummies. Web. 08 Apr. 2016.
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2016 C HAPTER M EMBER C ERTIFICATIONS ! C ONGRATS !
Julia Dana, CRCS-I
HMS

Rose Macaione, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

Debbie Richards, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

Angela Broom, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

Jennifer Peloquin, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

Sheri Wright, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

Lindsey Hanes, CRCS-I
Marcam Associates

C LEAN C LAIMS

Visit the National AAHAM website at www.aaham.org for more information!

CONTINUED ...

increase the likelihood that fewer
erroneous claims will be submitted. Develop protocol to ensure
that claims are sent to the appropriate area to be reviewed and corrected. Ensure that your HIM department has the tools to review any
new medical necessity or billing
changes.
3) Reporting and Analytics
Good analytics and reporting allows
healthcare organizations to efficiently sort pre-billed claims and denials
for rework. A best practice for creating an efficient workflow is grouping claims by issue so team members
can efficiently work similar claims,

thereby reducing time. It is also conducive to the Patient Accounts Department to identify trends that contribute
to A/R days.
4) Policies and Procedures
To continuously improve effectiveness
and efficiency of the Revenue Cycle, indepth policies and procedures that support a continuous learning model are
warranted. Some of these include:



Developing a well-documented
claim-correction process



Trending issues by payer to identify critical issues



Collecting accurate documentation

F UNNY T HOUGHTS

on all payer-related issues to
support effective contract negotiations



Creating a teamwork approach
for Clinical, Patient Accounting,
HIM and Contracting to understand the revenue cycle for your
facility



Creating a culture of accountability for departments, teams and
individuals

Tracking preventable denials back to
the source for a permanent fix
Guarino, Mary. "How to Improve Your Clean Claims Rates."
HIMSS. 19 Oct. 2010. Web. 08 Apr. 2016.
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CMS Announces First ICD-10 Update
Settled into ICD-10 yet?
The infamous transition to the
new coding system last October
was met with a significant
amount of controversy, but now
almost six months out, it appears
it wasn't as rocky as many believed, despite the 155,000 total
ICD-10 codes.
Looking ahead to the rest of
2016, specialty practices will
now need to prepare for the first
update to ICD-10. At a recent
meeting of the ICD-10 Coordination & Maintenance Committee, the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services unveiled plans
for implementing its first update

to the new coding system on
Oct. 1, 2016.
This marked the first meeting of
the committee since the initial ICD-10 implementation last
October.
Included in the first ICD-10
update will be an additional
1,900 diagnostic codes and more
than 3,650 new procedure
codes.
According to Pat Brooks, CoChair of the ICD-10 Coordination & Maintenance Committee,
there were no calls for earlier
updates to ICD-10.
"If we had planned to have an
April 1 code update, then we

would have had to have a request
at the September Coordination &
Maintenance Committee meeting
for an expedited code update,"
she explained. "If we had, we
would have made that decision
by now. There were no requests for an April 1 code update at the September meeting; therefore, there won't be
any updates until October 1,
2016."
A list of the new procedural codes
and the new diagnosis codes will
be released next month on CMS'
website.
Laing, Drew. "CMS Announces First ICD-10 Update."
CMS Announces First ICD-10 Update. 16 Mar. 2016. Web.
08 Apr. 2016.

AAHAM C ERTIFICATION
Why earn an AAHAM certification?
AAHAM certification is an investment in
your personal growth and your professional
future. For over forty years, AAHAM’s
elite certification program has set the
standard of excellence in patient financial
services and the revenue cycle.
It doesn’t matter whether you are new to
the healthcare revenue cycle or are a seasoned veteran, our family of AAHAM certification examinations offer a complete
career ladder beginning with the Certified
Revenue Cycle Specialist and culminating
with the Certified Revenue Cycle Executive. We have a certification that will help
advance your career.
Plus the learning doesn’t stop once you
have obtained certification. Our certifications are maintained through a continuous
education process. This assures you stay
abreast of the important changes and updates that continually occur in our rapidly
changing healthcare environment.
“Due to its recognition throughout our industry,
AAHAM Certification is the first giant careerstep upwards in healthcare.”
-Bernard W. Lane, Jr., CRCE
Yale New Haven Health Services

How does certification benefit an
individual?
Earning an AAHAM certification demonstrates a high level of achievement and distinguishes you as a leader and role model in
the revenue cycle industry. The certification validates your proficiency and commitment to your profession and can play an
integral role in your career strategy. In
many instances certification may help you
secure the promotion or the job you desire.

Earning an AAHAM certification demonstrates an individual’s expertise. It shows
they possess the knowledge to meet the
industry’s highest standards and the capacity to pass a rigorous certification examination. It shows commitment to their
profession and ongoing career development. It also represents professionalism in
the individual’s pursuit of excellence to
quality of service in their career and the
healthcare industry.

Earning certification can help you by:
By hiring AAHAM certified individuals
and investing in AAHAM certification for
Improving your earning potential
your staff you can:
Giving you a competitive advantage with current
and prospective employers
Increase the competency of your staff
Granting you the recognition you deserve
Increase quality and productivity
Providing access to the positions and promotions Build a strong team
you seek and desire
Promote ongoing education and training
Building a network of peers in the influential
Reduce exposure to fraud and abuse
group that shares your certification desigDevelop a career ladder for staff
“Since making the specialist certification a
nation
requirement in Patient Accounts, I have seen a
Continuing to expand your skills and expertise
huge increase in self confidence in my staff. It’s
through continuing education
amazing how that trickles down. It has imHow does certification benefit an
proved their ability to work together; Adminemployer?
istration has more confidence in their
Continued on page 8...
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AAHAM L EGISLATIVE D AY 2016
AAHAM Legislate day took place in April of this year.
What an incredible event. Over 80 AAHAM members from across the United States came to Washington DC to help support AAHAM and all of us working in the Healthcare Administrative Management
area. Each of us had the opportunity to meet with our
own state representatives to help them understand
what we are seeing in our hospitals.
We took two very important topics to our representatives this year.
The HIP act:
The HIP Act aims to fix the issues between payment
systems. There are currently 2 regulatory proposals
used by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) for reimbursement; the inpatient prospective payment system (IPPS) and the outpatient
prospective payment system (OPPS).
o Each of these systems reimburses in
different ways, using different code systems that
cannot be interchanged.
o Therefore, hospitals must know both

coding systems and both payment systems in order to
receive Medicare reimbursement.
o This system is inefficient for hospitals and
leads to potential misleading incentives between programs.
· The HIP Act addresses problems associated with
Medicare’s Two-Midnight policy.
o The Two-Midnight policy was
created by the CMS in 2014 to
clarify the previous Medicare short
stay policy.
o To replace the Two-Midnight
rule, the HIP Act would create a
transitional policy for 2016-2019
and then a new hospital prospective
payment system (HPPS), a longterm short stay policy to be established by 2020. With this replacement, the 0.2% reduction by the
CMS to the IPPS baseline would be
repealed.
· The definition of a “short-stay” would be redefined as

an actual length of stay less than 3 days that is classified
to an MS-DRG with a national average length of stay
which is less than 3 days, and an MS-DRG that is
among the most highly ranked discharges that have
been denied for reasons of medical necessity by RACs.
· The definition of a “short-stay” would be redefined as
an actual length of stay less than 3 days that is classified
to an MS-DRG with a national average length of stay
which is less than 3 days, and an MS-DRG that is
among the most highly ranked discharges that have
been denied for reasons of medical necessity by RACs.
· The policy defines an inpatient stay that is “reasonable
and necessary” when a patient is treated in a hospital
for two or more midnights. The problem with this is
that there are instances in which a stay is mischaracterized causing issues to payments received.
· The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS)
can expand this definition to include a larger subset of
inpatient short-term discharges after 2017.
· In response to the issues regarding the RAC system;
the Act extends the current moratorium for RAC

Continued on page 13...

C ERTIFICATIONS C ONTIUED
knowledge and uses them as a trusted resource.
They are able to handle more issues on their
own without seeking assistance from others. By
retesting for CRCS every three years, I and my
staff keep current on the changes happening in
healthcare. Their manuals are an invaluable
resource and they refer to them regularly.”
-Melynda Crawford, CRCE Madison
County Healthcare System
Overview of AAHAM Certification
AAHAM certification options include:
Certified Revenue Cycle Executive
(CRCE)
Certified Revenue Cycle Professional
(CRCP)
Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist
(CRCS)
Certified Compliance Technician (CCT)
Healthcare patient financial services professionals across the nation and around the globe
are looking for an edge… a way to work
smarter, build a career, stay informed and
make the right contacts; an AAHAM certification helps you achieve all of these goals.
What is Executive (CRCE) certification?

Executive Certification is an extensive
online proctored exam directed to all
senior and executive leaders within the
healthcare revenue cycle industry, to
help equip them for strategic management of the business. This certification
possesses the highest level of difficulty
combining content knowledge of the
business with critical thinking and communication skills. AAHAM offers two
types of Executive certification; one
focused on the revenue cycle within an
institutional (hospital, health system)
environment and the other focused on
the revenue cycle in a professional
(physician, clinic) environment. Dual
certification is available for those interested in obtaining certification in both
specialties.
What is Professional (CRCP) certification?
Professional Certification is an online
proctored exam directed to supervisors
and managers in the revenue cycle industry, to validate their knowledge and
skills. This certification is for the individual who desires confirmation and
recognition of their expertise and/or
for those who aspire to the executive

level certification. AAHAM offers two types
of Professional certification; one focused on
the revenue cycle within an institutional
(hospital, health system) environment and
the other focused on the revenue cycle in a
professional (physician, clinic) environment.
Dual certification is available for those interested in obtaining certification in both specialties.
What is Specialist (CRCS) Certification?
Specialist certification is an online proctored
exam that tests the proficiency of staff involved in the processing of patient accounts
and to prepare them for the many details
needed to perform their daily job duties.
AAHAM offers two types of Specialist Certification; one focused on the revenue cycle
within an institutional (hospital, health system) environment, the other focused on the
revenue cycle in a professional (physician,
clinic) environment. Dual certification is
available for those interested in obtaining
certification in the institutional and professional specialties.
“The University of Pennsylvania Health System
(UPHS) began a voluntary CRCS certification
program to support staff level persons working as
part of the revenue cycle. UPHS pays for any
Continued on page 12...
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M EET A M EMBER : C HRIS H EALY
Tell us a little about your current employment and
how you got there?
I came to New London
Hospital from Dartmouth
-Hitchcock 3 years ago,
looking for a new challenge and a broader scope
of responsibilities. As
those of you who work in
smaller hospitals probably
already know, I certainly
got what I asked for!
How long have you been involved in healthcare related business?
20 years in the hospital
setting, and 5 years before
that running a private pediatric therapy clinic. I
managed restaurants before that, so quite a midlife career change.
How did you become affiliated with AAHAM?
Some fun, dedicated,
skilled people I know
from networking asked
me to join our local chapter and it’s been very rewarding ever since.
What do you do for fun and
relaxation?
I’m a hockey nut. I play,
coach and watch hockey. I

have an old men’s team I
play on, and I’ve been a lead
in developing the Hanover
Girls program ever since my
daughter played 17 years
ago.
What type of books do you
normally read?
Mystery or history, or historical fiction which is the
best of both.
What type of music do you enjoy the most?
I tend to be all over the
place. U2, Elastica, early
Police (before Sting got so
weird), Bonnie Raitt, Dylan,
Bowie, Counting Crows,
Little Feat. See?
What is your favorite meal?
Caesar salad, NY Sirloin
medium rare, asparagus,
baked potato
Are you a dog person or a cat
person?
No, I’m not.

Where did you spend your last
vacation?
I take my boys to the Cape
every summer. I grew up
there and still need to get
some sea air in my lungs on
a regular basis. And have
some chowda!

What was the best vacation
you have had?
I won a trip to wine
country back in my restaurant days, got the
royal treatment at a
couple of different
vineyards, personal
tours with the master
winemakers, and
stretched the trip out
to see the coast all the
way up to Alaska.
Amazing.
What do you never leave
home without when
you travel?

My cellphone to help
me explore local attractions, there’s an app for
that!
Any words of wisdom that
you would like to share
with your fellow
AAHAM members?
I think this is a great
group and I hope we
can continue building
our networking and
training to get more of
the information we all
need to do our increasingly-challenging jobs.
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M EMBERSHIP R ENEWAL /
A PPLICATION F ORM
The Twin States Chapter of AAHAM is pleased to welcome you as a member. Annual dues are
$25.00 per person. Membership runs from January to December. Local dues cannot be prorated
during the year.
To ensure that you are a recognized member for the Chapter year and receive all notifications of educational sessions, please submit your payment of $25.00, made payable to “Twin States AAHAM”
to:
Christine Telles
AAHAM Treasurer
Marcam Associates
PO Box 60
Rochester, NH 03866

If you are a member of National AAHAM and choose to pay your local dues through them, it is important that you still send this form (without payment) to the above address so that our records will
correctly reflect your membership.
Please complete the following:
Name and Title:
Certification:
Organization:
Address:
Daytime Telephone:

Fax:

Email:

Check all that apply:
This is a new application
I am renewing my application
I have paid my local dues through National AAHAM
For Treasurer’s Use Only:
Check No. ___
Date Received
___

J UNE 2016
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Become a
2016 AAHAM Sponsor
The American Association of Healthcare Administrative Management (AAHAM) is a national professional association of
thirty-two chapters and over 2,600 healthcare revenue cycle professionals from hospitals, clinics, billing offices, allied
vendors, physicians, and multi-physician groups. AAHAM members direct the activities of thousands of people employed in the healthcare industry.
AAHAM is the preeminent professional organization for revenue cycle professionals and is known for its prestigious certification and educational programs; professional development of its members is one of the primary goals of the association. AAHAM actively represents the interests of its members through a comprehensive program of legislative and regulatory monitoring and participation in industry groups such as WEDI, ASC X12, NUBC and NUCC. AAHAM offers
multiple levels of nationally recognized certification.
The Twin States Chapter of AAHAM, which represents Vermont, New Hampshire, and upstate New York, was formed
in 2014 to fill a need for education and networking at the local level. Please join us in supporting a new venture that will
bring together healthcare professionals from throughout the area.
In order to offer quality educational programs to our new membership we need corporate sponsors.
The $1000.00 sponsorship will provide your company with recognition at every educational session for
the calendar year as well as advertising your logo in our newsletter. You are welcome at all meetings
throughout the year and we will link your company to the website as it is developed. We truly appreciate your support.
Please fill out this form and enclose it with your check.
Enclosed is my tax-deductible Founding Sponsorship of $

____ ($1000.00 min)

 Please make your check payable to Twin States AAHAM;
Christine Telles
AAHAM Treasurer
Marcam Associates
PO Box 60
Rochester, NH 03866
Business Line
□ Hospital

□ Private Practice

□ Provider

□ Consulting

□ Billing

□ IT

□ Other:
Organization Name:
Contact Name:
Address:
City:
Phone:
E-Mail:

State:
Fax:

Zip:
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C ERITFICATIONS C ONTINUED
Certification Dates
Exam Registration
Deadline

Exam Period

April 15, 2016

July 11-22, 2016

August 15, 2016

November 7-18,
2016

candidate to take the test up to
three times. The program is
very popular with staff, which
recognizes the investment that
UPHS is making in their personal development. The Patient
Accounting Department now
offers a reward for passing the
exam, paid out annually each
year on the individual’s certification anniversary for as long
as they maintain their certification.”
Thomas McCormick,
CRCE

University of Pennsylvania
Health Systems
What is Compliance
(CCT) Certification?
Compliance certification is
an online proctored exam
that thoroughly tests competencies in healthcare
compliance for all staff
involved in the processing
of patient accounts. It is
intended to meet the annual employee compliance
training requirements and
to support individuals with

professional compliance
responsibilities in both institutional (hospital, health
system) and professional
(physician, clinic) settings.
To learn more please visit
the AAHAM website at:+
http://www.aaham.org/
Certification/
OverviewofAAHAMCertification.aspx

B ALANCING Y OUR P AYER M IX C ONTINUED ...
had some sort of glitch and didn't pay
for several dates of service? Relying
on a Blue Cross- or UnitedHealthcare-type payer can also be dangerous when they slice their payment
significantly. Cascading has become a
more popular practice with some of
the bigger insurance companies like
the Blues and Aetna, resulting in a
lesser amount for you, and them
taking what used to be yours. I foresee others to follow this type of payment model in the near future.
So, what can be done about it? First,
identify what percent each insurance
class comprises of your A/R. For
whatever class you would like to
increase, make sure the following is
done:
• Update your website with a list of
the insurance you take, listing the
ones you want to increase, first. Say
something like, “Now Welcoming
Cigna Patients.” Even if you've taken
them all along, it's a great way to
capture those types of patients,

quickly.
• Have a front or back office person check
the insurance websites to make sure your
practice is listed as in-network — have
that information updated twice yearly.
• Do you get referrals from other physicians? Make sure they have a list of the
insurances you take.

see if you can renegotiate your pay
per visit, and if that is not an option,
stop accepting that low-paying payer.
It may seem counterproductive, but
you can fill that spot with a higherpaying payer class, and still come out
on top.
• As with increasing a class, to decrease a particular insurance don't
market so heavily to the physicians
who typically send you these patients. Spend your marketing time
focused on the physicians who send
you the higher paying patients.

Do you want to decrease a particular class?
Try these ideas:

These sound very simple, and they
are! They will also cost you little to
nothing to implement.

•If you want to decrease your lien population, place a financial “cap” on the number
of lien patients you can accept at one
time. Have a colleague that takes liens, as
well? Refer the patient to them, and ask
your colleague to do the same for you.

Your practice's financial health is
extremely important in the smooth
and continuous running of your business. It's up to you to decide what
you want your payer mix to look
like.

• Workers' compensation and HMO class
too high? Take a look at your contracts to

Could-Moulds, PJ. "Balancing Your Payer Mix: A Critical Necessity
for Your Practice." Balancing Your Payer Mix: A Critical Necessity for Your
Practice. 17 Mar. 2012. Web. 08 Apr. 2016.
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AAHAM Members, Sponsors, Affiliates’ and Friends –
The Newsletter Committee encourages and invites you all to offer ideas and submissions for future newsletters! Have an idea for an article you’d like to read more on? We’d love to hear it. Did you take a fun photo at a meeting? We’d love to include it! Want to publish something you’ve written to share with your
peers? Send it along and we’ll publish it. Email Shannon Hewett shewett@chsi.org or Makayla Gerard
mgerard@marcamassociates.com

L EGISLATIVE D AY CONTINUED ...
audits of short inpatient stays, requires the Secretary
of Health and Human Services (HHS) to report all
RAC data to the public and create a RAC compare
website, and it reduces the RAC look back period
from four to three fiscal years and gives providers and
suppliers 30 days to discuss any reviewed claim before a denial is issued.
· The HIP Act includes a voluntary opportunity for
providers to settle claims that are pending at the
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) level and it mandates
hospitals provide financial information with respect to
what coinsurance and copayments are collected for
the 50 most common Diagnosis Related Groups
(DRGs).
· The HIP Act requires hospitals (starting Oct. 1,
2018) to report to the HHS Secretary standardized
patient assessment data, including information regarding medical conditions and functional status,
comorbidities, cognitive function, and their living
situation and access to family caregivers at home, any
hospital that does not report the required data will
have its payments reduced by 2%.
· Section two of the Act contains 19 individual legislative proposals. o Such proposals include a repeal of
the current moratorium on physician-owned hospitals; o The creation of a voluntary demonstration
program for hospitals to study ways to improve hand
sanitation and calls for reporting of a new national
hand sanitation quality measure; o A requirement that
hospitals inform Medicare beneficiaries, who are on
outpatient observation status, that they are not being
treated as inpatients and their time in the hospital may
not qualify them for Skilled Nursing Facilities (SNF)
care, among others.

forming the actual work of reviewing, auditing, and
identifying improper Medicare payments. Hospitals
have been seeing a large increase in the amount of
documents being requested. When a Medicare contractor detects the possibility of an improper payment
they will contact the hospital and request additional
documentation, referred to as an Additional Document Request (ADR).
· HR 2156 establishes a combined maximum amount
of medical record requests for hospital Part A audits
by Medicare Recovery Auditors (RACs) and Medicare
Administrative Contractors (MAC).
o For complex, pre-payment and postpayment hospital audits, the maximum number of
medical record requests may not exceed an amount
equal to 2.0% of hospital Part A claims submitted for
the previous calendar year, with a maximum of 500
additional document requests (ADRs) per 45 days for
each of these audits.
· HR 2156 implements financial penalties for RACs
that have a pattern of failure to comply with these and
other basic program requirements. Penalties will be
paid to the Medicare program.




Complete audits within the required deadlines;



The HHS Secretary shall establish the frequency
and amount of these penalties.



HR 2156 makes clear that for appeals decided
in favor of the provider, a RAC must pay a
penalty to providers to offset the cost of the
appeal. This amount would be established by the
HHS Secretary.

The Medicare Audit Improvement Act:
HR 2156 - The Medicare Audit Improvement Act
The Medicare Modernization Act of 2003 first created the Recovery Audit Contractor (RAC) program to
identify and recover improper Medicare overpayments and underpayments to healthcare providers.
The program is overseen by CMS with RACs per-




Timely issuance of “demand letters” per CMS’s
guidelines, to inform hospitals of the denial and
related appeals rights;

HR 2156 states medical necessity audits by
RACs are to be focused on widespread payment
errors.
CMS must identify patterns of payment error
using a statistically significant sample of claims;

U PCOMING M EETINGS
September 14-16 2016, Annual Meeting,
at Lake Morey Resort Fairlee, VT
November 3rd 2016, Medicare Bootcamp,
location TBA



CMS may approve medical necessity audits for
widespread errors with at least a 40% error rate.
This error rate must be adjusted to account for
denials overturned through the appeals process;



CMS will review this rate annual to adjust, when
necessary, for improvements in billing practices; o
This applies to both pre-payment and postpayment audits.



HR 2156 requires CMS to establish consistent
criteria for pre-payment audits by RACs and
MACs.



HR 2156 requires CMS to annually publish the
following auditor information for each of these
categories of audits: by automated, complex, and
medical necessity review; Part A, Part B, DME;
Part A medical necessity); For each of these data
categories, report the following:
Number of denials;




Number of appeals;
Net denials; (Total denials minus denials
overturned on appeal)



Appeal Rate

· HR 2156 allows hospitals to be paid the full Part B
payment for inpatient claims denied by a RAC or MAC
since the care was found to be appropriate at the outpatient level.
· HR 2156 states all claims audited by a RAC, MAC, or
CERT contractor are considered to be “reopened,”
which means that Medicare timely filing limit does not
apply to claims by CMS or other auditors.
· HR 2156 requires that a RAC, MAC and CERT physician validate whether a denial is warranted when a medical necessity audit by a non-physician auditor indicates
that a denial may be appropriate.
· HR 2156 establishes that the existing reopening standards can be enforced through an appeal by a hospital if a
Medicare contractor violates them.
· HR 2156 restores the right of providers and patients to
seek enforcement of the reopening deadlines in the
Medicare appeals process and federal courts.
As you can we see we did a ton of work over the course
of one full day on Capitol Hill. If you have not been to an
AAHAM legislative day make sure you attend next
year. It’s truly an inspirational see how the American
legislative system works.
Should you have any questions on any of these topics,
upcoming legislative days, or just about anything
AAHAM feel free to email me at
tmoore@marcamassociates.com
Tim Moore
Chapter Development Committee Chair
AAHAM
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T WIN S TATES AAHAM
WOULD LIKE TO T HANK OUR
2016 SPONSORS !

